INSTALLATION GUIDE

STEP 1
Always try to begin in the bottom left hand corner of the
wall. Cut a straight vertical line just right of the teeth on
the left hand side of your panel.
Keep the small off-cut one side for now and place the
panel flush with the edge of your wall to make sure your
cut is straight and flush with the end of the wall. Check
that the panel is level.

STEP 2
To apply the High Tack cut the nozzle so that the diameter is
roughly 1cm and apply as shown in “Cones” of about 2-3cm
high, height is important as it ensures contact with the wall and
the panel when the panel is pressed against the wall.

Place the panel in position and press onto the wall, a slight sideside shifting of the panel while pressing firmly will help spread
the High-Tack out and allow for better adherence. Make sure to
settle it into the correct position quickly. If any spaces are evident
behind the panel and adherence was not accomplished you
may use Wall plugs to secure the panel more effectively. Drill
directly through the panel into the wall, put a washer on the wall
plug and secure roughly half way into the panel. The Holes will
be filled and painted later.

STEP 3
On the first panel identify a specific stone in the top right
corner then select the next panel and identify the same stone.
Ensure both panels are orientated the same way and slot the
teeth into that of the first panel. Check teeth for any obstruction
and remove with the Stanley knife if necessary. Check level and
make adjustments with the angle grinder if necessary. Ensure
there are minimal gaps between panels, you should not be
able to fit your pencil between them.
As in Step 2 flip the panel face down, apply the High-Tack and
secure to the wall. Repeat this step until a full panel will no longer
fit into the remaining space.

STEP 4
Measure the distance between the panel and the edge of your
work area. Don’t forget to take the teeth into consideration
when measuring.
Measure and cut a new panel to fit the remaining space.
Install and complete the first row.
The remaining piece will be the first piece of your next row
(Row Starter).

STEP 5
Take your remaining piece and use it to start your next row. This
will offset the panels giving a more natural look.
Continue with your row till the end. Remember to check your
level.

STEP 6
When you reach the top and a full panel is too tall for the
remaining space measure the remaining space and cut your
next row starter to size.

STEP 7
Often Clients ceilings will not be level so it is imperative that at
least three measurements are taken for each panel fitted.

Mark your three measurements on the back of your next panel,
draw a line from point to point and cut off the excess from the
bottom, keeping the clean edge on the top.
Remember to reverse the order of your measurements as you
are now working on the back of the panel.

STEP 8
Continue measuring and fitting panels to the end of the row.
Remember to fit each panel before applying the High-Tack to
ensure a perfect fit.
Windows and Doorways require extra cutting, simply treat these
as if you have reached the end of your work area as in STEP 4
and make the necessary cuts to install around the top of the
window or doorway.

STEP 9
Plug points and light switches require the most precision.
Draw a diagram with the measurements for maximum accuracy.
Measure according to the black arrows then duplicate your
measurements on the face of the next panel.
Draw the outline for where the face plate should be and cut each line
carefully with the angle grinder. Be sure to cut within the lines. The
angle grinder is only needed to cut through the resin face of the panel
and the Stanley knife should be used to cut the rest of the way through
the foam to ensure a nice clean square cut-out.
Slot your panel into position to ensure your cut-out matches the face
plate then set the panel aside.
It is usually acceptable to leave the plug point flush with the wall,
recessed into the panel (be sure to fill around the plug with Acrylic and
make good).
On occasion the client will request the plug point be flush with the
panel face. In this case the face plate will need to be removed so it is
advised that you request the necessary breaker be turned off in the DB
Board.
Remove the faceplate and the screws that hold the plug point in
position.
The plug point should now only be attached by the power cables, slot
your panel back into position and ensure you are able to feed the plug
point through the cut out.
Apply High-Tack and install panel. Depending on the thickness of the
panel you may have to use longer screws to secure the plug point back
to the plug box to ensure the plug point is in a position flush with the
face of the panel.
Reattach the face plate and ensure it is level and as flush as you can
make it, do not worry about small gaps between the panel face and the
face plate, the gaps will be filled in with acrylic.

STEP 10
Now that all your panels are in place its time to seal up all the gaps and
joints. Using The Den Braven Acrylic.
Do not cut the nozzle for the acrylic as you want to be able to insert it
deep into any gap.
Working one panel at a time fill all the gaps with acrylic until it over flows
just passed the face of the panel.
Using the sponge dab the acrylic softly down until flush with the surface
of the panel, ensure the sponge leaves a textured effect on the wet
acrylic. If the sponge gets too full of acrylic rinse it out in a bucket of
water (warm water is kinder on your hands on cold days) squeeze out
the sponge and continue.
Apply Acrylic to any panels that have cut sides. Spread evenly to ensure
smooth even finish.
Allow acrylic to dry then paint over with the touch up paint provided.
The acrylic will take up to an hour and a half to dry so use this time to
clean up. With the use of a compressor and spray gun there is no need
to wait for the acrylic to dry.
Use the same process to fill around plug points and light switches.
We pride ourselves on transforming spaces for our clients in the
shortest time possible with no mess no fuss. A huge selling point over
real stone installations (very messy and time consuming).
Make sure you arrive early and prepared for the job with all necessary
tools and consumables. Clean up every last mote of foam dust and
speck of paint and leave the site looking better than when you arrived,
an easy feat considering you will be leaving our cladding behind.

Tool List

Small Angle Grinder
Masonry Drill
6ml Masonry bit
Small Collapsable Table
Screw Driver Set
Hammer
2 x 5l or 10L buckets
Ladder
Tape measure
Broom
Dustpan
Heavy Duty Caulking Gun
10m Extension Lead
Small Paint tray
Small Sponge paint roller.
1.2m(at least) Spirit Level
Stanley Knife (Long Bladed)

Consumables

2 x carpentry Pencils
2 x Plasterers Sponges
6ml Wall plugs
Washers for wall plugs.
2 x Paint Brush Artistic Type.
2 x Steel Cutting angle grinder discs.
Rags

Nice to haves
Vacuum Cleaner.
Laser Level
Compressor
Spray Paint gun kit.
Jigsaw

